
CITY AND BOROUGH OF SITKA 

Meeting Agenda 

Sustainability Commission 
 

Officers: Chair Katie Riley, Vice Chair Angie Bowers, Secretary Carol Voisin 

Members: Elizabeth Bagley, Kent Barkhau, Aurora Taylor, Fernanda Zermoglio 

Staff Liaison: Bri Gabel, Sustainability Coordinator  

Assembly Liaison: Kevin Mosher 
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Monday, December 12, 2022 7:00 PM Harrigan Centennial Hall 

 

I. CALL TO ORDER AND ROLL CALL 

 

II. CORRESPONDENCE AND CONSIDERATION OF THE AGENDA 

 

III. CONSIDERATION OF THE MINUTES 

Approve of the November 14, 2022 minutes 

IV. PERSONS TO BE HEARD (not to exceed 3 minutes on topics off the agenda)  

  

V. REPORTS 

 

VI. UNFINISHED BUSINESS 

 

VII. NEW BUSINESS 

 

A. Set Commission Norms and Goals 

B. Propose Annual Work Plan Priority Setting Process 

C. Discuss How the Energy Transitions Initiative Partnership Project (ETIPP) Information Informs Future 

Direction of the Commission 

 

VIII. PERSONS TO BE HEARD (not to exceed 3 minutes on topics on or off the agenda)  

 

IX. SET NEXT MEETING DATE AND AGENDA  

 

X. ADJOURNMENT 
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Monday, November 14, 2022 6:00 PM Harrigan Centennial Hall 

I. CALL TO ORDER AND ROLL CALL

Staff Liaison Bri Gabel called the meeting to order at approximately 6:00 P.M. and noted that the Chair would

do this in future meetings once elected.

Present: Elizabeth Bagley, Kent Barkhau, Angie Bowers, Katie Riley, Carol Voisin, Fernanda 

Zermoglio, Kevin Mosher (Assembly Liaison), Rebecca Himschoot (Alternate Assembly Liaison) 

Absent: Aurora Taylor (excused) 

Staff: Bri Gabel (Sustainability Coordinator), Amy Ainslie (Planning Director), Jessica Earnshaw 

(Deputy Clerk), John Leach (City Administrator) 

Public: Larry Edwards, Joel Hanson 

II. ELECTION OF OFFICERS

Chair

Bagley moved to nominate Riley as Chair; Riley accepted the nomination. 

Barkhau moved to nominate Voisin as Chair; Voisin accepted the nomination. 

Commissioners deliberated the qualifications of each nominee. Bagley spoke to Riley’s understanding 

of parliamentary procedure, experience on other commissions, and connections within the community. 

Barkhau spoke to Voisin’s experience in parliamentary procedure, and prior service on the city council 

of Ashland, OR.  

Election of the Chair was TIED by the following vote: 

Riley  3 - Bagley, Bowers, Riley 

Voisin  3 - Barkhau, Voisin, Zermoglio 

Commissioners returned to deliberation. Riley and Voisin expressed their individual approaches to 

serving as the Chair.  

Riley was ELECTED as Chair 4-2 by the following vote: 

Riley 4 - Bagley, Bowers, Riley, Zermoglio 

Voisin  2 - Barkhau, Voisin 
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Vice Chair 
 

Bagley moved to nominate Bowers as Vice Chair; Bowers accepted the nomination.  
 

Bowers was ELECTED as Vice Chair 6-0 by voice vote.  

 

Secretary 
 

Riley moved to nominate Voisin as Secretary; Voisin accepted the nomination after she received 

clarification of the duties from Amy Ainslie. 
 

Voisin was ELECTED as Secretary 6-0 by voice vote. 

 

III. CONSIDERATION OF THE AGENDA 

 

No agenda changes. 

 

IV. PERSONS TO BE HEARD (not to exceed 3 minutes on topics off the agenda)  

 

Joel Hanson spoke to the state of sustainability, expressed concern for the future, and emphasized the 

need for urgency in addressing the climate crisis.  

  

V. REPORTS 
 

Staff: Gabel expressed her excitement and that she looked forward to working with the Commission. 
 

Chair: Riley reported Southeast Alaska was selected for the USDA’s Rural Partnership Network and 

that it will provide technical assistance to the region.  
 

Commission Members: Bagley reported Project Drawdown is hosting a free webinar on climate action 

on December 8th.  
 

Zermoglio reported her employer assisted on the recently published President’s Emergency Plan for 

Adaptation and Resilience (PREPARE). 
 

Voisin reported Transition Sitka has an expo on March 18th where the community can explore personal 

options for sustainability.  

 

VI. NEW BUSINESS 

 

A Term Assignments 
 

Gabel explained that as a new commission, the length of first term for initial Commissioners must be 

picked to stagger the expirations, as mandated in Ordinance 2022-16S. Commissioners volunteered to 

take 1 year, 2 year, or 3 year slots.  

 

1 year – Bagley, Barkhau, Bowers 

2 year – Riley, Zermoglio 

3 year – Taylor, Voisin  

 

Barkhau moved to support the above term appointments.  
 

Motion PASSED 6-0 by voice vote. 
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B Set Recurring Monthly Meeting Time 

Bowers moved to set the regular meeting time at 6:30 PM on the second Monday of the month. 

Motion PASSED 6-0 by voice vote. 

C Introduction of Suggested Bylaws 

Gabel introduced the suggested bylaws to the Commission and explained that they were comprised of 

sections of establishing Ordinance (Ord 2022-16S) and Sitka General Code. She noted that sections 

that did not have Code citations could be altered. She drew attention to Appendix A which outlined the 

annual work cycle that was meant to help the Commission work align with City work.  

Larry Edwards suggested the addition of “Reflections, if any on public comments” to Title IV, Article E 

as section ix. Chair Riley explained that there were ample opportunities to reflect on public comment in 

the existing structure and items of interest that stem from public comment or dialogue can be added to 

future agendas. Ainslie explained that a motion to suspend the rules can be made to allow for dialogue 

with a member of the public. 

Commissioners discussed the bylaws and requested further clarification in certain areas be added: 

Title II. Article A:  The Sustainability Coordinator is the point of contact through which 

Commissioners will communicate requests for information and 

involvement from City employees.  

Title IV. Article C:  Special meetings may be called by the Chair or by request to the Chair. 

Title IV. Article D: Informal working groups must be limited to three people to remain in 

compliance with the Alaska Open Meetings Act. 

Zermoglio moved to adopt the bylaws of the Sustainability Commission with the above 

amendments.  

Motion PASSED 6-0 by voice vote. 

VII. PERSONS TO BE HEARD (not to exceed 3 minutes on topics on or off the agenda)

Hanson suggested that the Commission consider the prioritization of a community garden, cited that 

Sitka was the only large community in Southeast Alaska without a community garden, and noted that 

it supported the directive to enhance food security.  

Mosher spoke in support of Hanson’s suggestion and emphasized the vulnerability of Sitka’s food 

supply, particularly during the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Barkhau suggested a Special Meeting be called to address the Energy Transitions Initiative Partnership 

Project (ETIPP) Assembly debrief on for December 13th. Gabel agreed to coordinate with ETIPP 

representatives and the Electrical Department to work out a time in January instead of preemptively 

calling a special meeting before staff commitments could be made.  

VIII. ADJOURNMENT

The next regular meeting was scheduled for Monday, December 12th at 6:30 P.M., at Harrigan 

Centennial Hall. 

Chair Riley moved to adjourn the meeting.  

Hearing no objection, the meeting ADJOURNED at approximately 7:50 P.M. 

Minutes By: Bri Gabel, Staff Liaison 



SUSTAINABILITY 
COMMISSION
ANNUAL WORK PLAN
Priority Setting Process Proposal

Bri Gabel | Sustainability Coordinator

Created: December 2022



GOALS OF THE SUSTAINABILITY 
COMMISSION REVIEW

GOALS:
1. Fossil energy use reduction and development 

of local, renewable energy sources. 

2. Responsible use of natural resources.

3. Diminution of Sitka’s supply-chain fragility. 

4. Food security enhancement.

5. Sustainable transportation options that 
leverage Sitka’s locally generated, renewable 
energy sources.

6. Solid waste consumption, reduction, 
composting, recycling, and re-use. 

7. Robust and healthy local ecosystems and 
natural communities.

8. Other matters as the Assembly or Commission 
may deem beneficial for the City.

Fossil energy use reduction and development 
of local, renewable energy sources. 

Responsible use of natural resources.

Diminution of Sitka’s supply-chain fragility. 

Food security enhancement.

Sustainable transportation options that 
leverage Sitka’s locally generated, renewable 
energy sources.

Solid waste consumption, reduction, 
composting, recycling, and re-use. 

Robust and healthy local ecosystems and 
natural communities.

Other matters as the Assembly or Commission 
may deem beneficial for the City.



SUMMARY
To best utilize Commissioner’s time, City

resources, align the workflow of the Commission
with that of the City’s, and meet annual reporting as
deemed by the Assembly, the Commission will
operate on the Annual Work Cycle outlined below.
It should be noted that the City operates on a fiscal
year (FY), which begins July 1, and ends on June
30. As such, the adopted timeframes align with
City’s budgeting process deadlines to minimize time
spent waiting for the allocation of resources from
the City.

The following dates are to serve as a guide and
do not require strict adherence. It is subject to the
discretion of the Commission to adjust timelines as
needed to meet Assembly goals while remaining in
sync with City operations.

ANNUAL WORK CYCLE

July-March: Execute current FY goals.

September-October: Public Input for upcoming FY.

October-December: Brainstorm goals, select, and
define outcomes for upcoming FY.

January-March: Prepare annual report for
Assembly with updates on the current FY goals
and proposing upcoming FY goals.

March-April: Present report to Assembly.

April-June: Conclude work for current FY.
Begin preparing for goals of the upcoming FY.

Graphic on next page

Sustainability Commission Bylaws, Article VI, Section A
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Assembly budget meetings Budget passed

Assembly budget meetings Budget passed

Update Assembly on Current FY goals

Present Upcoming FY goals

ANNUAL WORK CYCLE

OUTLINE APPLIES 
HERE

OUTLINE APPLIES 
HERE



START UP CYCLE
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

2022

2023

2024

Outline annual goal setting, 
resource request, and 

reporting cycle process

Commission 
organizational meetings

FY24
Priority Setting

New Fiscal Year
(Resources Given)

Internal
Budget

Submission

FY24
Execution of Goals

FY24 & FY25
Prepare Assembly Report

FY25 
Public Input

FY25
Priority Setting

FY25
Execution of Goals

FY26
Public Input

FY26
Priority Setting

FY24
Execution of Goals

FY24 
Goals Pre-work

Transition from 
Startup to Cycle

FY24 Finish Work

FY25 Goals Pre-work

Present 
Assembly

FY24 goals

Update Assembly on FY24 goals
Present FY25 goals

Assembly budget meetings Budget passed

Assembly budget meetings Budget passed

WE ARE 
HERE

OUTLINE APPLIES 
HERE

OUTLINE APPLIES 
HERE

OUTLINE APPLIES 
HERE

DONE



PRIORITY SETTING PROCESS 
OUTLINE

REQUEST 
INFORMATION

BRAINSTORM
TOGETHER

GET 
FEEDBACK

PICK 
PRIORITIES

PRESENT 
PRIORITIES

GET TO 
WORK!



PRIORITY SETTING PROCESS 
ROADMAP

REQUEST 
INFORMATION

You review the SC Goals and 
find greenspaces align with 
goal Ex. Make Sitka more 
beautiful. You ask Bri to find 
information on how CBS 
manages landscaping. 

BRAINSTORM
TOGETHER

A lot of great greenspace 
ideas are created. Your 
research makes you think 
planting trees is doable and a 
great way to support it.

You update the pitch form.

Bri provides additional 
feedback through a scoring 
rubric.

You pitch planting trees to the 
SC. They provide feedback 
(like pick a kind of tree) to help 
make your pitch stronger. The 
community also ranked 
planting trees high! 

GET 
FEEDBACK

You provide the SC an 
updated pitch. The pitch is 
well thought out and feasible! 
The SC votes on their 
priorities and planting cedars 
is one of them!

PICK 
PRIORITIES

The SC Chair presents the 
priorities to the Assembly.

The Assembly approves!PRESENT 
PRIORITIES

With Assembly and community 
support, the SC can now plan 
to start planting cedars!

EXAMPLE
You think the 
Sustainability 

Commission (SC) 
should prioritize 

greenspaces.

You research other community 
greenspace projects and how 
they might apply to Sitka.

Bri follows up with information 
about how CBS currently 
manages landscaping.

↕

↕

You fill out the pitch form.

Bri gathers community feedback 
for brainstormed ideas.↕

Bri compiles final list and 
submits it to be heard at an 
Assembly meeting.

↕

With Assembly and 
community support, the SC 
can now plan to start 
planting cedars!GET TO

WORK



PRIORITY SETTING PROCESS 
TIMELINE

Green Lake Dam

Tasks

December 12
Review goals in the Ordinance 
Request information needed for brainstorming in January

↕ • Bri gathers requested information and gets it to Commissioners

January 9 Priority Brainstorming Session 

↕
• Commissioners and/or staff fill out pitch forms
• Public ranking survey of priorities

February 13
Review and Workshop Pitches
Present scoring rubric and get Commission consensus

↕
• Commissioners and/or staff update pitch forms
• Bri conducts preliminary scoring

March 13 Commission finalizes top priorities list for annual work plan

March 15 • Chair and Bri compile priority list and submit to Assembly

March 21 Chair and Vice Chair present priorities to Assembly



INFORMATION REQUESTS

BRI GABEL
bri.gabel@cityofsitka.org

(907) 747-1856

100 Lincoln St | M-F 8-4:30



Mission:
To provide public services for Sitka that 

support a livable community for all



Partnership Project

OFFICE OF STRATEGIC PROGRAMS  |  GEOTHERMAL TECHNOLOGIES OFFICE  |  SOLAR ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES OFFICE  
WATER POWER TECHNOLOGIES OFFICE  |  WIND ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES OFFICEDRAFT – DO NOT CITE, QUOTE, COPY, DISTRIBUTE

Technical 
Assistance for CBS 

Utility Planning

Amy Solana
Pacific Northwest National 

Laboratory

December 12, 2022

PNNL-SA-180145

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Photo by Bill Roth, Anchorage Daily News.  “Nine of the eleven wind turbines are visible as they generate power from the Fire Island Wind Farm on Monday, Nov. 4, 2013”
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WATER POWER TECHNOLOGIES OFFICE  |  WIND ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES OFFICEDRAFT – DO NOT CITE, QUOTE, COPY, DISTRIBUTE

Energy Transitions Initiative Partnership 
Project

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) 
Energy Transitions Initiative Partnership Project (ETIPP) 

helps remote and island U.S. communities
increase their energy resilience.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ETIPP is a collaborative effort undertaken by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), four national laboratories, and six regional partner organizations. The ETIPP team provides direct technical assistance to remote and island communities to increase their energy resilience. We define “energy resilience”: the ability to anticipate, prepare for, and adapt to changing conditions and withstand, respond to, and recover rapidly from energy disruptions. Though many communities want to improve their energy resilience, they are challenged by their limited resources and capacity. 
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WATER POWER TECHNOLOGIES OFFICE  |  WIND ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES OFFICE

Energy Transitions Initiative Partnership 
Project Communities and Partners

ETIPP connects remote and island communities with regional and national energy experts who can provide 
strategic energy analysis and planning for local energy resilience projects. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ETIPP connects communities with energy experts who can provide the missing resources and insights needed for local energy resilience projects. These energy experts provide strategic energy analysis and planning to help communities move their projects forward.Remote and island communities: Propose projects that focus on their unique energy resilience goalsRegional and national partners: Support community projects through strategic analysis and planning
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ETIPP Community: Sitka, Alaska

Project goals: Support a growing community with changing needs by providing:
• Long-term planning to address anticipated energy needs
• A strategy to minimize rate impacts on customers
• Solutions to bolster energy resilience and minimize climate impacts (e.g., avoid future reliance on 

diesel)
• Data to secure financing for energy investments

Scope: Assess available renewable resources in and 
around the community while planning for a more 
modern grid control system
1. Generation planning: Renewable energy 

assessment
2. Microgrid planning: Grid model development and 

training
3. Optimization of resources for economic benefit: 

Evaluation of green energy export options
Photo by Grant Turner, City and Borough of Sitka

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2021 - Sitka, Alaska – To build up their renewable energy generation to support a growing community with changing needs, Sitka would like to assess the available renewable resources in and around their community while planning for a more modern grid control system.
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Sitka Electricity Generation vs. Current 
and Future Loads

• Clean renewable energy provides nearly 
100% of Sitka’s electricity

• Electric Department operates interruptible 
boilers and diesel generators to optimize 
hydropower generation

• Future load growth requires more reliance 
on diesel and interruptible generation

• This results in inefficient system operations

2021 Load

Est. Load 
Approx. 2030

Est. Load with 
Electric Heating 
and Vehicles 
(Approximately 
2050)

Daily Generation vs. Load Annual Hydro Generation vs. Load Scenarios

High Water Year
Avg Water Year
Low Water Year

Hydro Generation:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sitka can meet current loads with existing hydro+diesel generationExpected load growth in next 5-10 years will require more diesel use at certain times of the year and in low-water yearsElectrification of heating and vehicles will further increase loads beyond hydro generation capacity
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Renewable Energy Resource Comparison
Resource Capital Cost Operation and 

Maintenance 
Requirements

Development 
Timeline

Power Generation Other Considerations

Hydropower 
(Takatz)

$15,440/kW $140/kW/yr:
24/7 operations + 
regular 
maintenance

~4-8 years ~76% of annual load; Baseload 
generation with storage 
capabilities, but dependent on 
precipitation

Long transmission line 
required

Wind $2,250-
$4,500/kW

~$45-$80/kW/yr: 
monitoring, 
inspections

~4 years Up to 63% of annual load; 
intermittent source

Vista alterations, access 
roads, wildlife impacts

Solar $1,360/kW $12.4/kW/yr:
Snow clearing, 
occasional cleaning

~1 year <1% of annual load; intermittent 
source

Structural integrity of roofs

Geothermal $2,850-
$5,000/kW

$0.01-$0.03/kWh/yr ~2 years after 
initial exploration

Capacity unknown; baseload 
generation

Permeability of rocks and 
flow rate need investigation

Tidal $$$ Yearly cleaning to 
remove biofouling

~10 years <5% of existing load, more 
predictable baseline power

More likely to have federal 
funding, requires 
underwater transmission

Wave $$$$ TBD, based on 
technology type

~10 years <1% of existing load per device, 
intermittent and seasonal (higher 
in winter when hydro is lower)

More likely to have federal 
funding, potentially riskier 
technology

Most Beneficial Most Challenging
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Near-term Renewable Energy Options

1. Wind resource is strong in the region
o Several locations are promising for 

development – up to 24 MW
o Approximately 4 years to implement project

2. Solar PV could be installed on 
rooftops for targeted generation
o Primarily summer output; approx. 130 kW
o Approx. 1 year to implement project

© Google Earth 2022

© Google Earth 2022 via PVWatts®
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Potential Future Generation vs. Load 

• Wind generation could support hydro in supplying potential future load
• Additional (non-diesel) generation options are also needed for surety of 

power supply

Electricity to fill these 
gaps is available from 
diesel, interruptible 
boilers, and hydro 
resource management
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Long-term Renewable Energy Options 
(5+ years)

• Geothermal at Goddard Hot Springs
o Resource appears to have good potential but has not been investigated since the 1980s
o Need more detailed assessment to characterize the potential capacity and feasibility

– Ensure industry interest 
– Determine whether investment in drilling test well is worthwhile

Data from Williams et al 2008
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Long-term Renewable Energy Options 
(5+ years)

• Wave Resource (approx. 100 
kW/unit, 10+ years)
o Wave resource is highest in winter, so may be 

a good match for lower hydropower in winter
o Next steps: Identify type of wave energy 

converter to use and most promising site; take 
measurements

• Tidal Resource (approx. 500 kW, 5+ 
years)
o Tidal velocities in No Thorofare Bay are 

appropriate and near existing transmission, 
but may not be wide or deep enough for >500 
kW devices

Average Monthly Wave Power at 
6 Sites Near Sitka 
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Steady-State Grid Model

• Steady-state model of electric grid
o Leveraged existing data from City and Borough 

of Sitka (CBS)
o Built model in an open-source tool for planning 

and designing distribution systems

• Planning tool for CBS
o Simulate distribution system power flows
o Test various scenarios (operational, added 

generation resources, changing loads)
o Evaluate value of new controls before 

investment
o Sync with other commercial tools

Feeder 
model

Simulation 
tabs

Demand, Line flow and bus 
voltages

Simulation Logs

Plots

Green lake 
Substation

Blue  lake 
Substation

Jarvis 
station

Marine-Street 
Substation
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Dynamic Grid Model

• Built dynamic grid model based on steady-state model
o Evaluates grid stability and control impacts with addition of renewable energy 

generation
• Existing hydro and load control can support up to 9 MW of intermittent 

renewable energy (i.e., wind) integration
• For higher levels of wind/solar integration, microgrid controls, 

upgrades to existing hydro/load control, and/or battery storage is 
needed
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Electric Grid Infrastructure Assessment

• Assessed existing infrastructure for ability to operate microgrid
• Advanced sensors, measurement system, and microgrid controls are needed to support 

integration of variable renewable energy output
• Existing infrastructure can be leveraged, with some adjustments, for 

enhanced monitoring and control
• Opportunities for further improvements in the future (more data storage, 

better visualization capabilities, etc.)
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Green Fuels Production Potential

• Dams currently have 25–50 GWh/year of 
unutilized potential during periods of low 
load

• 60–80 GWh/year could be available in 
future (with development of Lucky Chance 
wind and assuming 5–10-year load growth) Source: Creative Commons

Currently With Wind Power

Diesel generators 100%+ 100%+

Fishing fleets 50% 73%

All diesel use (incl. fishing vessels, 
cars, heavy machinery, etc.)

21% 31%

Note: Production would likely start out as less and ramp up to these numbers over time

If used to produce green 
fuel (hydrogen or 

ammonia), could replace 
diesel used by:
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• Prepare to meet 
expected growth 

• Plan for future 
scenarios with 
reduced 
precipitation

Plan

• Diversify with 
clean energy 
sources

• Leverage excess 
clean power for 
economic 
benefit

Invest • Avoid sudden 
rate increases 

• Provide 
resilience in a 
changing climate

Benefit
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I. PURPOSE, DUTIES, AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
 

A INTRODUCTION 

 The Sustainability Commission of the City and Borough of Sitka (respectively “Commission” and 

“City”) is an advisory body established by Ordinance 2022-16S. This document summarizes the 

scope of the responsibilities of the Commission and specifies the way those responsibilities shall be 

performed, including its structure, processes, and reporting requirements, as mandated in its 

establishing ordinance and within Sitka’s General Code (SGC).  
 

B PURPOSE 

 It is the intent of the Sustainability Commission to work towards catalyzing a healthy community now 

and in the future by proposing solutions to environmental, social, and economic concerns of the City 

and Borough of Sitka, its partners, and community members (Ord. 2022-16S § 3, 2022.). 
 

C DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

 The Commission will act as an advisory body to the Assembly with the purpose of catalyzing and 

developing municipal and community-focused approaches that support the social, environmental, 

and economic sustainability of the City. The Commission will accomplish this by working towards the 

following actions described below (SGC 2.15.060). 
 

i. Fossil energy use reduction and development of local, renewable energy sources.  

ii. Responsible use of natural resources. 

iii. Diminution of Sitka’s supply-chain fragility.  

iv. Food security enhancement. 

v. Sustainable transportation options that leverage Sitka’s locally generated, renewable energy 

sources. 

vi. Solid waste consumption, reduction, composting, recycling, and re-use.  

vii. Robust and healthy local ecosystems and natural communities. 

viii. Other matters as the Assembly or Commission may deem beneficial for the City. 
 

II. ORGANIZATION 
 

A MEMBERS  

The Commission is composed of seven (7) members appointed by the assembly and, to the extent 

deemed advisable by the assembly and possible from the applicants, include at least one (1) 

individual with background or training as a sustainability professional and at least one (1) individual 

of Alaska Native heritage with understanding and appreciation of the historical importance of 

sustainability on Tlingit Aaní. All voting members of the commission shall be at-large members and 

representative of a diverse cross-section of the community (SGC 2.15.010). 
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The Sustainability Coordinator within the Planning and Community Development Department or 

designee shall be an ex-officio member without a vote (SGC 2.15.010). The Sustainability 

Coordinator will also serve as the point of contact between Commissioners and City staff through 

which requests for information can be made.  

 

B TERM 

The term of a voting member shall be three (3) years or until a successor is appointed. Terms will 

have staggered expiration dates (SGC 2.15.020). 
 

C OFFICERS 

The Commission will designate a Chair, a Vice Chair and a Secretary, each of whom shall be elected 

by the voting members of the Commission and shall serve a term to expire upon election of officers 

at the first meeting of the following year. The Secretary shall provide minutes of all meetings to the 

Municipal Clerk (SGC 2.14.040). 
 

In addition to the above officers, the Commission, by a majority vote of its voting members, may 

designate and elect or appoint such other officers, assistant officers, and agents as it deems 

necessary at such time, in such manner, and upon and for such terms as it shall prescribe. All officers 

and agents shall serve at the pleasure of the Commission, whenever in its judgment the best interest 

of the commission will be served (SGC 2.15.050). 
 

D RESIGNATION 

Should a member resign from their position prior to expiration of their term, the vacancy on the 

Commission shall be filled by appointment by the assembly for any remainder of an unexpired term 

(SGC 2.15.020). 
 

Should an officer resign from their position prior to expiration of their term, or otherwise is unable or 

unwilling to perform duties as required of the office, the Commission may elect an officer to serve out 

the remainder of that term (SGC 2.15.050). 

 

III. CONDUCT AND PARTICIPATION 
 

A PARLIAMENTARY AUTHORITY 

The conduct of the meetings shall be generally guided by the rules contained in the modern (11th) 

edition of Robert's Rules of Order.  
 

B TELECONFERENCE PARTICIPATION 

 While physical presence of the members and the public is the preferred method of participation at 

the meetings, teleconference participation is allowed (SGC 2.060.050). Any member may participate 

in any meeting by teleconference. Teleconference participation is solely at the discretion of the 

member who requests this method of participation if the member is out of town or incapacitated.  
 

 The member shall notify the Sustainability Coordinator to arrange for teleconference participation at 

least twenty-four (24) hours before any regular meeting, and at least twelve (12) hours before any 

special meeting. If the member is a presiding officer, they shall not preside over the meeting when 

participating by teleconference. 
 

 Teleconference participation at any meeting is limited to four (4) times a year by each member (SGC 

2.60.050(f)). 
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C VOTING 

Abstention from voting is not allowed (Sitka Charter 2.10, Alaska Statutes 29.29.169(d)) except in 

cases where a commissioner may have a conflict of interest as defined in the City Charter 1.04.080.  

Four (4) affirmative votes shall be necessary to carry any questions (SGC 2.60.020). Vacant 

memberships shall be counted in determining whether or not this majority requirement is met. (Ord. 

74-114 § 3(c), 1974.). 

 

All voting will be done by voice vote unless done by roll call when requested by the Chair. The roll 

call will be done alphabetically. Roll call votes of every member will be recorded. 
 

All voting at meetings with teleconferencing participants shall be by roll call vote (SGC 2.60.050(e)). 
 

D ABSENCES 

 The minutes shall show those in attendance at each meeting, and whether an absent member is 

excused or not. The members shall notify the Sustainability Coordinator of their absence at least 

twenty-four (24) hours before any regular meeting, and at least twelve (12) hours before any special 

meeting.   
 

 Three (3) unexcused absences, as determined by the appointed board or commission, in one (1) 

year by a member shall automatically be cause for forfeiture of membership (SGC 2.60.040). 

 

IV. MEETINGS 
 

A REGULAR MEETINGS 

Meetings will be held once per month at such time as the chair or, in their absence, the vice chair 

shall determine (SGC 2.15.030). Meetings will normally take place at 6:30 PM on the second Monday 

of each month at Harrigan Centennial Hall. The Commission will give reasonable public notice by 

advertising its meetings at least one (1) business day in advance and comply in all respects with the 

Alaska Open Meetings Act. 
 

B QUORUM 

A quorum of four (4) members is required to hold a meeting. Vacancies in memberships shall be 

counted in determining whether or not there is a quorum (SGC 2.60.1010). 
 

C SPECIAL MEETINGS 

Special meetings may be called with seven (7) days advance notice. Special meetings may be called 

by the Chair or by request to the Chair. Reasonable public notice will be given by advertising its 

meetings at least one (1) business day in advance. 
 

D INFORMAL WORKING GROUPS 

The Commission may form informal working groups to address key areas that may evolve if needed. 

To remain in compliance with the Alaska Open Meetings Act, the number of members in an informal 

working group is limited to three (3) Commissioners. The purpose is to develop operational and 

engagement plans as well as implementation strategies for review of the entire Commission. Example 

areas may include but are not limited to electric vehicles and city infrastructure, sustainable tourism, 

greenhouse gas emissions inventories, and solid waste management.  
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E ORDER OF BUSINESS 

The order of business shall normally be: 
 

i. Call to Order and Roll Call 

ii. Consideration of the Agenda 

iii. Consideration of the Minutes 

iv. Persons to be Heard (not to exceed 3 minutes on topics off the agenda) 

v. Reports 

vi. Unfinished Business 

vii. New Business 

viii. Persons to be Heard (not to exceed 3 minutes on topics on or off the agenda) 

ix. Set Next Meeting Date and Agenda 

x. Adjournment 

 

V. SETTING THE AGENDA 

 
A ADDING ITEMS TO THE NEXT AGENDA 

 The agenda shall normally be set seven (7) days in advance of the regular meeting. Items may be 

added to the next agenda by:  
 

i. Discussion at the last meeting or by requesting to the Chair.  

ii. As requested by the Assembly, Administrator, and other Department Heads within the City.  

iii. Commission members may add items by contacting the Chair. 

iv. The public may request items to be addressed through public testimony, or written 

correspondence, or verbal request to a member of the Commission. Items requested by the 

public will be added to agendas at the discretion of the Chair.  

 

VI. WORKING PROCEDURES 
 

A ANNUAL WORK CYCLE 

To best utilize Commissioner’s time, City resources, align the workflow of the Commission with that 

of the City’s, and meet annual reporting as deemed by the Assembly, the Commission will operate 

on the Annual Work Cycle outlined below.  It should be noted that the City operates on a fiscal year 

(FY), which begins July 1, and ends on June 30. As such, the adopted timeframes align with City’s 

budgeting process deadlines to minimize time spent waiting for the allocation of resources from the 

City.   
 

The following dates are to serve as a guide and do not require strict adherence. It is subject to the 

discretion of the Commission to adjust timelines as needed to meet Assembly goals while remaining 

in sync with City operations. 

SUSTAINABLY COMMISSION ANNUAL WORK CYCLE OUTLINE (APPENDIX A) 

July-March: Execute current FY goals. 

September-October: Public Input for upcoming FY. 

October-December: Brainstorm goals, select, and define outcomes for upcoming FY. 

January-March: Prepare annual report for Assembly with updates on the current FY goals and 

proposing upcoming FY goals. 

March-April: Present report to Assembly.  

April-June: Conclude work for current FY. Begin preparing for goals of the upcoming FY. 
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B REPORTING TO THE ASSEMBLY 

Annually, the Commission will develop, identify, and present goals to the assembly for approval. The 

approved goals shall be the Commission’s primary focus for the following year. Concurrently with 

presenting goals to the Assembly, the Commission will submit a report to the Assembly on progress 

towards the previous year’s goals and other activities which were approved and directed by the 

Assembly (SGC 2.15.060). 
 

C EXTERNAL RESOURCES  

 With the approval and direction of the assembly, the Commission will work with designated staff to 

provide information and outreach to the public, in order to understand community priorities and 

develop community consensus on matters concerning sustainability. This effort may require the 

commission to invite participation and technical expertise from community partners and professionals 

(e.g., engineers, public administration experts, earth system scientists, business leaders, educators, 

community group leaders, etc.). If City and Borough funds are needed to facilitate participation and 

technical expertise from community partners and professionals, the commission shall obtain prior 

approval and the necessary appropriation from the Assembly (SGC 2.15.060). 

 

VII. AMENDMENTS 
 

A COMPLIANCE 

The Commission recognizes that these bylaws repeat provisions in the City Charter and SGC and 

that those provisions take precedence and cannot be altered, amended, or repealed. 
 

B AMENDMENTS 

Sections of these bylaws not established by City Charter or SGC may be altered, amended, or 

repealed by the affirmative vote of a majority of members at any regular or special meeting. Any 

amendments will be consistent with the Charter and SGC. 
 

C REVIEW OF BYLAWS 

The Commission shall annually review the bylaws at the first regular meeting in January.  

 

VIII. ADOPTION 
 

These foregoing bylaws have been ADOPTED AND APPROVED by the Sustainability Commission by  

6-0 voice vote on this 14th day of November 2022. 

 

  ATTEST: 

 

 

 

 
 

Katie Riley 

Chair 

  

Carol Voisin 

 Secretary 
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APPENDIX A 
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APPENDIX B 
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